MEET & GREET
Human Language Technology / Text Mining / CLTL / December 13, 2019

The Computational Lexicology and Terminology Lab (CLTL) of Piek Vossen of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam is organising a Meet & Greet where companies and students of our Language Technology Research Master and our Text Mining Master can exchange ideas and get to know each other.

An excellent opportunity to introduce the company or organisation to our students, and for master students to present their research topic or area of expertise to the companies.

PROGRAM

12:30 – 13:00 Walk-In / Doors open / Registration & Coffee

13:00 – 13:05 Introduction: Prof. Dr. Piek Vossen – Head CLTL

13:05 – 13:45 Company pitches I

13:45 – 14:15 Student pitches I

14:15 – 14:30 Coffee Break

14:30 – 15:15 Company pitches II

15:15 – 15:45 Student pitches II

15:45 – 16:00 Coffee Break

16:00 – 16:45 Company pitches III

16:45 – 18:00 Networking drinks

The one-year Master Text Mining and the two-year Research Master Human Language Technology are programs by CLTL, one of the world’s leading research institutes in Human Language technology.
PROGRAM PITCHES

13:05 – 13:45 Company pitches I:

- ABN AMRO, Jeroen Das: Product Owner
- CLOUDFLIGHT (vh Catalysts), Clemens Rath: Location Manager Amsterdam
- BUNO BANK, Art Koci: Data Scientist
- NETHERLANDS ESCIENCE CENTER, Dafne van Kuppevelt: eScience Research Engineer
- STATISTICS NETHERLANDS (CBS), Arnout van Delden: Programmacoördinator Data Science
- DELOITTE NEDERLAND, Evert Haasdijk: Senior Manager and AI Expert
- IBM, Benjamin Timmermans: Lead IBM Center for Advanced Studies Benelux

13:45 – 14:15 Student pitches I:

14:30 – 16:15 Company pitches II:

- DE NEDERLANDSCHE BANK (DNB): Shirley Pfeiffer: Project Coordinator AI
- PATYNA: Reinier Hakvoort: Adviseur HT / Informatiemanager
- ING GROEP NV: Flavia Barsotti: Collaboration with Academia / Model Risk Oversight
- NATIONAL LIBRARY OF THE NETHERLANDS (Koninklijke Bibliotheek), Martijn Kleppe: Advisor Digital Scholarship and International Relations
- MEDIQUEST / TIMEFF, Daniel Kapitan: Chief Data Scientist
- MYTOMORROWS, Zoltán Szlávik: AI Research Director
- SPEAKSEE, Jari Hazelebach: CEO & Co-Founder

15:15 – 15:45 Student pitches II:

16:00 – 16.45 Company pitches III:

- UNDERLINED, Max Werkhoven: Customer Journey Analytics Consultant
- TEXTGAIN, Gijs van Beek: Societal & Business Innovator
- AMSTERDAM UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTERS (AUMC), location VUmc, Edwin Geleijn: Health Care Innovator
- TAUS, Amir Kamran: Senior Data Engineer
- ORACLE, Fabrice Nauze: Senior Manager
- REDDATA, Marcel Henriquez (Managing Director)
ALSO PRESENT

- CLTL: all staff members
- ABN AMRO: Karan Chhabra (Technical Lead) + Yassine Karimi (Data Scientist) + Loes Horselenberg (UX Designer) + Willem Don (Copywriter)
- CLOUDFLIGHT: Milly Muschitiello (Talent Manager and HR operations) + Manuel Knott (Data Science Engineer)
- BUNQ BANK: Daniela Zamora Uribe (Data Scientist) + Evgeny Mironov (Team Lead)
- NETHERLANDS ESCIENCE CENTER: Willem van Hage (Technical Lead) + Meiert Grootes (eScience Research Engineer)
- STATISTICS NETHERLANDS (CBS): Bart Bakker (Programme manager CBS Academy)
- DELOITTE NEDERLAND B.V: Wesley van Saane (Manager, Deloitte Forensic & Financial Crime)
- DE NEDERLANDSCHE BANK (DNB): Wessel Reijngoud (Innovation Lab Intern)
- PATYNA: Femke de Jong (Global Head Wholesale Banking Lending & PCM)
- ING GROEP NV: Marcel van der Kuil (Collaboration with Academia / Model Risk Oversight) + Marzieh Bakhshandeh
- MYTOMORROWS: Robert-Jan Sips (CTO) + Selene Baez Santamaria (Data Scientist/Developer)
- UNDERLINED: Theo van der Steen (Partner & Data Driven CX Expert)
- TAUS: Jaap van der Meer (Director) + Dace Dzeguze (Program Manager)
- ORACLE: Agata Cybulska (Senior Applications Engineer)
- TOTTA RESEARCH: Erick Wilts (Data Scientist)
- Tim Barenbrug (Consultant NLP)

LOCATION

Friday December 13, 2019
Main Building: conference room: HG-12A00
Vrije Universiteit
De Boelelaan 1105
1081 HV Amsterdam

Routebeschrijving (ov)
Routebeschrijving (auto)